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By E. Sylvia Pankhurst

Philosophical Library. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 488 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x
5.9in. x 1.3in.Ex-Italian Somaliland describes the struggle of Somaliland under the Italian
government, who encouraged traffic of slaves, evicted people from their land, and eventually used
the colony as a base of aggression against Ethiopia. Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst (May 5, 1882
September 27, 1960) was a notable campaigner for the suffragette movement in the United
Kingdom. She was for a time a prominent left communist who then devoted herself to the cause of
anti-fascism, and for peace. In the mid-1920s, Pankhurst drifted away from communist politics but
remained involved in movements connected with anti-fascism and anti-colonialism. In 1932 she was
instrumental in the establishment of the Socialist Workers National Health Council. She responded
to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia by publishing The New Times and Ethiopia News from 1936, and
became a supporter of Haile Selassie. She raised funds for Ethiopias first teaching hospital, and
wrote extensively on Ethiopian art and culture; her research was published as Ethiopia, a Cultural
History (London: Lalibela House, 1955). From 1936, MI5 kept a watch on Pankhursts correspondence.
In 1940, she wrote to Viscount Swinton as the chairman of a committee investigating...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja ym e B eier-- Ja ym e B eier
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